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ABSTRACT

sensitive networking (TSN) [15], scalable and flexible service provisioning at the desired QoS for distributed applications through
virtualized control [18], and support for heterogeneous devices
such as routers, gateways, and access points.
The OpenFog Reference Architecture for fog computing has been
adopted as an official standard by the IEEE Standards Association
(IEEE-SA). The new standard, known as IEEE 1934, relies on the reference architecture as a universal technical framework that enables
the data-intensive requirements of the Internet of Things (IoT), 5G
and artificial intelligence (AI) applications [1].
The Fog paradigm is an amalgamation of a host of technologies supporting multiple attributes[2]. These attributes per se are
safety-neutral i.e., they do not in themselves impact the safety of
a system positively or negatively. It is therefore the specificity of
an application that dictates how these attributes interplay among
each other in impacting system safety.
Whilst recent research in the Fog domain has targeted primarily
performance-centric goals [2, 3, 6, 16–18], safety-centric research
has not received the same treatment. Specifically, we need research
focusing on software architectures of Fog systems that run safetycritical applications such as robotics and industrial automation.
Although in a sense, the Fog paradigm can be seen as an attempt to
enhance certain safety-related aspects of the cloud (e.g., reducing
latencies to ensure safety-critical tasks are completed on time),
there are challenges unique to Fog systems.
Research on Fog computing is still in its nascency and works
pertaining specifically to safety of Fog architectures are scarce. In
[14] the authors discuss a fault tolerant framework for autonomous
systems through safety monitors by the generation of safety rules
based on safety margins. In [11], the authors propose skill-based
architecture for mobile robots, together with a novel risk assessment
and decision-making model.
In this paper, for illustration purposes we use a typical industrial automation setting that employs mobile robots to accomplish
various missions. These Mobile robots themselves have limited
computation and communication capabilities, and usage of cloud
is being explored by the industry. However, moving information
to cloud needs larger communication bandwidth and often jeopardizes the predictability guarantees essential for these class of
applications. The introduction of the Fog paradigm is expected to
contribute to the reduction of latencies, greater flexibility in task
allocations and scalable deployments, and presents as an attractive
alternative if one can resolve the safety and security concerns.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
safety considerations of a Fog-based architecture and identifies
challenges. In section 4 we provide the preliminary ideas towards
development of a framework to tackle such challenges by proposing
safety design aspects. Section 5 provides a concrete use-case to

The Fog computing paradigm employing multiple technologies is
expected to play a key role in a multitude of industrial applications
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distributed mobile robots use-case that can benefit from the use of
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has been a key driver for many business domains
over the past decade and together with latest advances in AI and
machine learning it is bringing revolutionary transformations in
the industry. Fog computing, a term coined by Cisco in 2012, is a distributed computing paradigm, that empowers the network devices
at different hierarchical levels with various degrees of computational and storage capability [2]. It strives to extend the capabilities
of the cloud (rather than to replace it) to cater to more stringent and
extra-functional industrial automation and robotics requirements
such as ultra reliable low latency communications through time
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Table 1: Fog attributes and potential threats to safety
Fog attribute
Virtualized hardware control
Real-Time (RT) response
Scalable deployments
Data filtering and aggregation
Seamless resource
management
Mobility management
Wireless communication
Security and data privacy
Time synchronization

3.1

Potential threat to safety
High control loop latency
RT tasks could be serviced
non optimally in Fog-cloud
System unable to support the
scale of deployments
Safety-relevant data being
missed
Unavailability of resources for
safety-critical services
Incorrect virtual clusters
Non-determinism in
execution of safety function
Malicious Fog nodes posing
safety risks
Safety-critical deadline misses

3.2

C3 - Safety relevant data extraction

A general characteristic of Fog systems is the large amount of
data generated at the end points (e.g., robots generating images,
sensor data). Efficient data filtering and aggregation mechanisms
are necessary to ensure that safety-critical functions are evaluated
accurately. At the same time one should make sure that the safety
relevant data is not being filtered or aggregated upon.

put these ideas into perspective. Conclusions and future research
directions are provided in section 6.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE FOG
3.4

Safety certification of a system is typically done at design time prior
to deployment for a specified system configuration under specified
operating conditions. This is best suited for static systems whose
configurations remain unchanged during the course of operation.
Fog based systems by their very definition are dynamic, adaptive,
re-configurable, and need to scale as required by the applications
that benefit from the Fog paradigm.
In the present mobile robotic context, safety is a function of
uncertainty in both the robot's dynamics and those of its surroundings. The critical task is to ensure a mobile robot's safety when
operating in close proximity with a rapidly evolving and stochastic
environment [12]. In such a dynamic context, the probability of
safety hazards is higher than for a purely static system (which can
be safety certified during design stage).
Consequently, confidence in the safety of autonomous systems,
e.g., assistive robots, medical robots, or co-workers, is the main
barrier to their deployment in everyday life. In Table 1 we present
some of the Fog attributes [2][3][15] and their potential threats
to safety. The attributes per se do not cause any safety risk but
certain safety-critical applications running in the Fog could require
guaranteed bounds on these attributes. Unless such guarantees
can be ensured, there always exists a risk. For instance, time synchronization between robots could be a safety-critical requirement.
Safety cannot be guaranteed unless time synchronization is also
guaranteed.

3

C2 - Evolving safety goals

Though Fog presents a great opportunity w.r.t. reconfigurability
and adaptability, the designers should be careful not to overlook the
associated safety risks. A current research challenge is to ensure
safety as a consequence of autonomous decision making in robotic
control. This is relevant to collaborative robotic systems in general
and Fog-based robotics in particular. Adapting to new, evolving
safety requirements on the fly at run time is needed.

3.3

2

C1 - Domain-specific safety context

Safety-centric design of Fog systems is a complex and challenging
pursuit since it is not a static phenomenon. Consequently, to assume the same safety context (e.g., motion safety) for two different
domains can prove erroneous. For instance, an emergency-stop
function for an automotive use-case cannot be applied directly to
an aerospace use-case without dire consequences.

C4 - Resource availability guarantees

A primary performance goal is to ensure seamless resource provisioning across the Fog-cloud continuum. For safety critical applications, it is imperative to have the right resources, at the right time.
Hence, timing Guarantees need to be put in place at the networking
level to ensure services are available at all times for the critical
tasks.

3.5

C5 - Security

Safety and security lie at an intersection and hence we need identification of potential security threats such as malicious attacks from
rogue Fog nodes that can disrupt safety-critical requirements such
as clock synchronization quality. Hence, appropriate mitigation
techniques are needed.

3.6

C6 - Lack of relevant safety standards

Two specific robotic safety standards are ISO 10218:2011 for robots
in industrial environments [8] and ISO/TS 15066:2016 [10] for collaborative robots.
However, very few robots have been safety certified. For instance,
the technical documentation of the UR5 from Universal Robots
specifies that 15 safety functions have been tested by the TÜV
(Technischer Überwachungs-Verein) in accordance with the EN ISO
13849:2008 PL d [9], and EN ISO 10218-1:2011, Clause 5.4.3 [8]. It is
important to note that this certificate only validates the presence of
a safety function (clause 5.4.3), with PL d (equivalent to the medium
level SIL 2 in [7]). This does not guarantee safety in the context of
a given task and environment [5].

CHALLENGES TO SAFETY ASSURANCE

Here we present some of the key challenges relevant to safety for
the Fog paradigm.
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As shown in Fig. 2, the safety state monitor provides the decision
module with relevant data to decide if operational condition is
one of Normal, Warning, or Error states. Each application instance
running in the Fog-cloud should have a safety context attribute as
the safety function execution heavily depends on the type of application. E.g., the force threshold for the end effectors of a surgical
robot is much smaller than that of a robotic arm in an automotive
assembly unit. Challenges C1 and C3 are addressed here.

 

4.2

S2 - Safety criticality levels

The safety-critical functions running in the Fog must be accorded
multiple priority levels. Having a static priority level will not fulfill
diverse service needs satisfactorily. This aspect addresses challenge
C2.

Figure 1: A typical Fog-based factory automation setting.
Therefore, safety certification for collaborative, dynamic autonomous systems based on Fog still remains as an important challenge.
Fig. 1 depicts a high-level view of a Fog-based distributed mobile
robot scenario. Each Fog node has its virtual cluster of robots as
shown. These clusters represent the set of robots that are designated to the Fog node. These can however change dynamically
based on service requirements. The robots (which can turn into
Fog nodes) have on-board sensors and cameras which report visual
and sensory data about the immediate surroundings of the robot.
The safe trajectory is a collision free path that has been assigned to
the robots by the Fog node.
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S1 - Safety state and context identification

4.3

S3 - Safety-critical resource availability

In the resource allocation for applications, it is necessary to consider
the case when a resource is unavailable for safety-critical functions.
Such functions must have guaranteed resources available at all
times even when the system is swamped with other non safetycritical computation tasks. This safety aspect addresses challenge
C4. The time triggered paradigm which provides a deterministic
communication backbone (TTEthernet / TSN) can provide time
guarantees to ensure resource availability [15].

4.4

FOG SAFETY DESIGN ASPECTS

S4 - Fault detection and recovery

A characteristic of the Fog node [15] is to have statistical data on
end devices. However, if the data provided has uncertainties or is
faulty, it paves the way for erroneous decisions and can jeopardize
safety. E.g., sensor malfunction can lead to false positive errors.
Localization of such errors is an essential safety primitive that
should be addressed in the Fog. In addition, sensor wear and tear
must be periodically sent to the Fog. However, this is more generic
and doesn’t target a specific challenge.

The principal research question we are pursuing to counter the
challenges presented in section 3 is as follows:
"How can the Fog system architecture ensure that safety-critical
functions execute as expected in the presence of diverse and uncertain
operating conditions?"
The word diverse can have multiple connotations of which two
particularly relevant ones from a safety viewpoint are:
(1) A diverse set of software services each robot must handle
(e.g., pick and place functions for heavy and fragile goods
requiring different system configurations in control, motion
etc.).
(2) Adapting to diverse (and sometimes unexpected) operating
conditions such as sensor uncertainties or failures.

4.5

S5 - Data mining

Automation applications with sensors as end devices generate a lot
of data. It is imprudent to process such vast quantities of data all
the time. Past safety hazards should be considered in the evaluation
of risk to safety from the system states. Proper categorization as
low, medium and high risk is needed. If no hazards are evident for
a specific operating condition and for a certain duration of time,
less data can be used. The other benefit from this design primitive
is the reduced use of data storage. This tackles challenge C3.

A fundamental goal is to establish a conceptual safety framework
motivated by the challenges addressed previously. The purpose of a
safety framework is to abstract Fog safety requirements and enable
multiple applications (and their safety contexts) to be represented.
The idea of having safety-as-a-service can provide opportunities to
explore safety primitives in the Fog more concretely.
The elements in the design of the said framework must include
attributes specific to the Fog paradigm and must tackle these challenges.
We now delineate some of the key safety design aspects that will
contribute to the formulation of a conceptual safety framework for
Fog software architectures.

4.6

S6 - Security mechanisms

Malicious nodes within the Fog-cloud continuum can pose a safety
and security threat [4]. Robust security mechanisms such as industry standard encryption techniques need to be considered for
authentication and identification of all Fog entities. One solution
is secure boot [13] that prevents over-the-air firmware updates
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from unrecognized sources (e.g., malicious nodes). This helps tackle
challenge C5.

4.7

Fog-cloud continuum. Deterministic connectivity between the
robots (IoT layer) and the Fog is provided by the TSN standard
[15]. Safety applications run on the Fog-cloud to ensure the system
remains within safe states. At any instant of time, the Fog node can
request safety state information from any device across within the
continuum.

S7 - Active mitigation

In the event of a safety hazard, the safety application must decide
the best course of action to mitigate the impact of the hazard without causing further damage of system performance and operation.
Active intervention mechanisms to provide fail-safe procedures play
a pivotal role. E.g., Applying brakes when the robot has breached
the safe stopping distance. This tackles challenge C4.



Mode of operation. The motion control algorithms in the application make use of sensor data from the robots. Lidar can used to
provide an accurate 3D map of the topology surrounding the robot
(as in the case of automotive). However, the prohibitively high cost
of a lidar sensor can be a deterrent to its use for a large scale robot
deployment. Therefore, we consider high resolution cameras which
capture images within the robot's field of view. One of the ideas to
ensure safety is to fuse multiple robot fields of view to generate an
integrated image in the Fog. Such an image would provide the Fog
nodes with sufficient information to make real-time motion control
decisions.
A concrete research problem would be to see how such a distributed processing can be performed in the Fog nodes and ultimately, its impact on motion safety in quantitative terms (such as
number of collisions).
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a set of safety challenges and concrete safety
design aspects towards the creation of a comprehensive safety
framework that is specifically tailored to cater to the Fog computing
paradigm. Our ongoing research includes the following three areas.



Figure 2: A safety application instance executing in the Fog.

6.1
Fig. 2 shows a safety application running in the Fog. The application oversees the general safety requirements of the system by
identifying the relevant safety contexts for specific safety-critical
functions (such as obstacle/collision avoidance). The monitor keeps
track of such functions in order to decide the safety state of the
system - normal, warning, or error - based on rules that are updated
dynamically. In the event of an error state, the corresponding safety
functions are identified and appropriate actions taken.

5

Fog modeling and evaluation

Our ultimate aim is the formulation of a comprehensive conceptual
framework to ensure safety in the Fog software architecture. The
said framework would provide the means to express safety aspects
concretely in terms of a theoretical model [17, 18]. The model would
be to provide a quantitative evaluation of the safety states of the
system through the probability of occurrence of safety hazards
considering all relevant run-time operational aspects.

6.2

ILLUSTRATIVE USE-CASE

Simulation support

We intend to evaluate the scenario involving unavailability of resources for functions in the application running in the Fog-cloud
using iFogSim [6], which is a popular simulation tool.
Unlike resource scheduling, safety cannot be guaranteed by the
notion of a optimum i.e., an optimum set of resources allocated
with performance targets in mind need not be the safest in terms of
execution of safety-critical tasks. Hence, to guarantee that the Fog
architecture is designed to ensure safety across various operational
conditions, existing simulators need to incorporate safety primitives
as well.

We are currently developing a distributed mobile robot use-case,
which is industry relevant within the smart manufacturing domain.
We intend to use this use-case to elaborate and concretize the safety
design aspects described in the paper.
Below are key components of this use-case.
Mobile Robot. The robots perform various pick and place tasks
using the robot arm as well as move freely within the factory floor.
They are equipped with on-board sensors (LIDAR, radar, cameras).
The physical attributes of an individual mobile robot are characterized by the CPU processing, RAM, storage, and energy. These robots
are connected to Fog nodes or more generally, the Fog through the
IEEE 802.1 TSN standard. The Fog designates tasks to the robots
within its virtual cluster (see Fig. 1) and monitors completion of
robotic missions. In addition, at any given instant, the Fog node
has knowledge of the resources that are provided to the robots [15]
as well as the safety states.
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